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Notes for contributors
Three copies of the typescript should be submitted. This must be double spaced with margins of at least
1". Notes, bibliographies, appendixes and displayed quotations must also be double spaced. Contributors
should write in English, or be willing to have their articles translated. Articles should not normally exceed
10,000 words but shorter papers are welcome. A cover page should be submitted with the article, containing
the author's name and postal address, telephone number, and where possible, fax number and electronic
mail address. When an article has been accepted for publication, the author may send a copy on computer
diskette, together with details of the format and wordprocessor used. However, the publisher reserves the
right to typeset any article by conventional means if the author's disk proves unusable.

Tables, graphs, diagrams and music examples must be supplied on separate sheets. Table headings should
be typed above the table in the form ' Table 1. The musical categories'. Other captions should be typed double
spaced in the same style on separate sheets. Tables, Figures (which include photographs) and music
examples should each be consecutively numbered through the article and their approximate positions in
the text noted in the margin of the typescript. Figures and music examples should, if possible, be supplied
in a form suitable for direct reproduction. Photographs must be well contrasted black and white glossy
prints, ideally measuring 8" x 6". Cross-references in the text to figures, etc. should be in the form
' (see Example 1)', etc.

Permissions. Contributors are responsible for obtaining permission to reproduce any material in which
they do not hold copyright (a form letter is available for this purpose) and for ensuring that the appropriate
acknowledgments are included in their typescript.

Headings. The article title and subheadings should be typed using initial capitals only for the first word
and any proper names.

Notes should be kept to a minimum and numbered consecutively through the text with raised numbers
outside punctuation. Type the notes on separate sheets at the end of the article.

Bibliographical references should be incorporated in the text using the author-date system:' as shown by
Simon Frith (1981, p. 176)'; '(Frith 1981, p. 176)'; '(Smith and Jones 1978; Frith 1981)'. A complete
Bibliography should be typed, double spaced, at the end of the article, following any Notes. Use the following
style:

Hebdige, D. 1982.' Towards a cartography of taste 1935-1962', in Popular Culture: Past and Present, ed.
B. Waites, T. Bennett and G. Martin (London), pp. 194-218

Fairley, J. (ed.) 1977A. Chilean Song 1960-76 (Oxford)
1977B. 'La nueva canci6n chilena 1966-76', M.Phil, thesis, University of Oxford

Green A. 1965. 'Hillbilly music: source and symbol'. Journal of American Folklore, 78, pp. 204-28

Discography. Contributors are encouraged to provide a Discography when appropriate. Use the style:
Joan Baez, 'Song title', Recently. Gold Castle Records. 171 004-1. 1987

Quotations. Use single quotation marks except for quotations within quotations which should have double.
Quotations of more than c. forty words should be indented and typed double spaced without quotation
marks. Type the source on the last line at the right-hand margin.

Proof correction. Contributors receive proofs for correction (together with their original manuscript) on
the understanding that they can provide a suitable mailing address and undertake to return the proofs plus
manuscript within three days of receipt. Corrections should be restricted to printer's errors, and any other
amendments marked will be made at the discretion of the editors and publishers.
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CAMBRIDGE

Putting Popular Music in its Place
Charles Hamm

These essays by Charles Hamm focus on the context of popular music and its interrelationships with
other styles and genres. Specific topics include anti-slavery sentiment, rock'n'roll and soul music, and
the impact of modernism.
£40.00 HB 0 52147198 2 402 pp.

Vivaldi: The Four Seasons
and other Concertos Op. 8

Paul Everett
Vivaldi's celebrated The Four Seasons are among the most popular works of all time and these, with the
rest of the concertos in Op. 8, represent the composer's remarkable innovation in the field of the
Baroque concerto. This detailed guide examines the work's origin and construction providing an ideal
introduction to Vivaldi's music in general.
£22.95 HB 0 521404991 118 pp.
£7.95 PB 0 521 40692 7
Cambridge Music Handbooks

Hoist: The Planets
Richard Greene

This book is the first comprehensive guide to Hoist's orchestral suite The Planets. It considers the music
in detail and places the work in its historical context, describing the circumstances of its composition
and its rise to popular acclaim.
£22.95 HB 0 52145000 4 110 pp.
£7.95 PB 0 521 45633 9
Cambridge Music Handbooks

The Practice of Performance
Studies in Musical Interpretation

Edited by John Rink
The twelve essays in this volume reflect the most important trends in the study of musical performance.
Three areas are investigated: the psychology of performance, the semantics of performance, and the
relation between performance and analysis. There are several distinguished performers among the
contributors.
£40.00 HB 0 521 45374 7 304 pp.
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